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TUCKER
NUT BUTT GF V Served on buckwheat Freedom Loaf
Homemade cashew and peanut butter w smashed banana and a
crack of cacao nib salt
HOMEMADE MUESLI hazelnut & fig
w greek yoghurt & vanilla-saﬀron apples. Vegan adaptation available
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KAYA TOAST
Traditional Malaysian / Singaporean breakfast. Kaya is a coconut
curd infused with pandan leaf - “the vanilla of the east”.
Served with two onsen eggs. Dairy free on request
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ASPARAGUS & EGG
Slow egg w grilled asparagus, sun-dried tomato, labneh, chilli,
hazelnuts, chervil. Add bacon +$4
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TOMATO TOAST
chilli roasted toms w housemade ricotta, cured yolk parmesan,
lemon rind, olive oil. Add bacon +$4
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CONGEE DF
miso brown rice porridge w shiitake, truﬄe, korengo, egg & you tiao
(traditional Chinese bread) Vegan / GF adaptations available.
Add sesame marinated chicken +$4
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MC LAKSA Sarawak styles GF DF
prawns, chicken, egg, coriander, bean sprouts, rice noodles
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Sourdough rolls plain to takeaway $2.5. Toasted and buttered $5
You tiao plain fried bread $5
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All meat and eggs used are free farmed.
Including our sourdough, we make nearly everything in house and always
aim to use the best ingredients available
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SAMMIES
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filled sourdough rolls baked fresh this morning
All 13.5
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CURTIS the breakfast bun
bacon, egg, mustard mayo, onion chutney, chilli oil
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LEEK AND MUSHIES V
sesame cream, watercress, S+V chips. Add bacon +$4
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RAINBOW EGGPLANT V
romesco, pickled onions, herbs, olive oil. (Romseco contains gluten)
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14 HOUR BEEF CHEEKS
fresh turmeric & carrot pickles, sumac yoghurt, mint, coriander, chilli
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CHICKEN *contains peanuts*
Laksa chicken, tamarind mayo, bean sprouts, nasi lemak dukkah, coriander
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PULLED PORK
pickled apple, green chilli mayo, Vietnamese mint, coriander, pepitas
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GLUTEN FREE? Convert all sandwiches into a rice bowl w an egg
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